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Engineering students can benefit greatly from interacting with
physical objects whose attributes mimic those of real-world
systems. So far, however, objects that do this effectively have
proven to be extremely difficult to create. To solve the problem,
Dr Diana Bairaktarova at Virginia Tech suggests that taught
engineering courses could recreate practical situations more
reliably using virtual objects, or ‘vObjects’. If her approach becomes
widely adopted, it could transform how engineering students learn
to apply their skills to complex, often unpredictable scenarios.

Preparing Engineering Students
From civil to electrical, the broad field
of engineering encompasses a diverse
variety of different areas, each of
which presents its own unique set of
challenges. As students come to grasp
the founding principles of their chosen
field, many factors of the education
process are critical in ensuring success
in their future careers.
Acknowledging this, Dr Diana
Bairaktarova and her colleagues
at Virginia Tech are identifying
effective ways to prepare engineering
students to tackle the complex,
real-world challenges they will face
in their future careers. ‘Through
my research, I am building and
strengthening our understanding of the
professional formation of engineers
by contributing to the knowledge of
how the engineering learner develops
professional skills, knowledge, and
abilities,’ she explains.
Perhaps one of the most significant
challenges faced by Dr Bairaktarova
and others in her field is the difficulty
presented by translating the abstract

ideas taught in lectures into skills
for guiding real-world situations.
Problems that students work on in
their studies tend to have well-defined
parameters and rigid, pre-set solutions,
but everyday problems faced by
real engineers are usually far more
complex and ambiguous. In order to
prepare students for these realities,
Dr Bairaktarova advocates the need
for a more hands-on approach to
engineering education. However, this
poses its own further challenges.
Solutions with Physical Objects
In any science-related teaching
course, students can benefit greatly
from physical demonstrations of the
concepts they learn in their lectures
– particularly through projects and
experiments that they carry out
themselves. This holds particularly true
for engineering students, as regardless
of their specialisation, they will almost
certainly need to deal with tangible
objects in some form in their future
careers. Yet despite these advantages,
incorporating such objects into learning
programs is no easy task, for a number
of reasons.
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As they overcome obstacles, it is critical
for real engineers to consider how the
physical objects they interact with
are influenced by a variety of different
factors, and how their decisions can
have widely varied outcomes. This
makes it particularly difficult for
students to translate the attributes of
physical objects into useful knowledge
about such abstract real-world
problems. In addition, physical objects
will often need to be large and complex,
and may even risk safety. Overall,
these issues call for more innovative
approaches to how demonstrations can
be made in engineering courses.

‘I am engaging in research with undergraduate and graduate students,
educators and practitioners at the intersection of mechanical engineering,
learning sciences, cognitive psychology, and engineering education, with the
overarching goal of graduating ethical, empathic and creative professionals.’

Introducing vObjects
In the face of these challenges, Dr
Bairaktarova proposes that engineering
students’ education could be enhanced
through interactions with virtual objects,
whose attributes accurately translate to
real-world effects.
Through efforts to realise this goal, she
and her colleagues have now created a
tool for building ‘vObjects’ – simulated
2D and 3D objects including boilers,
fans, drains, turbines, generators
and condensers, whose behaviours,
shapes and functions all mimic their
real-world counterparts. Furthermore,
the team has incorporated vObjects
into a ‘Virtual Learning Environment’,
which also includes features such as
equations and datasets. This virtual
tool enables students to account for the
impact of their engineering decisions
on the physical, economic, social and
political environments of the different
geographical regions where their
engineered system can be applied.
This virtual tool gives students access
to reliable simulations of real physical
components, enabling them to study

and design systems in the mindset of
a real engineer. ‘Our vObjects learning
environment contributes to the situated
perspective on learning by closely
mapping the learner experience to a
real-life scenario,’ Dr Bairaktarova says.
‘It adds value in traditional education as
well as in a variety of energy science and
fundamental engineering courses by
bringing back the laboratory experience
to courses that traditionally apply
lecture-based instruction.’

For engineers, the equations
conveying the founding principles
of thermodynamics are particularly
abstract, making it one of the most
notoriously difficult theories to apply
to their work. For vObjects to succeed
in this case, students would need to
be able to use the Virtual Learning
Environment to visualise how such
abstract concepts apply to the real
world, and then, to apply their skills to
design effective systems.

Translating to Real-world Situations

Designing Virtual Power Plants

Having developed vObjects and
the Virtual Learning Environment,
the team’s next goal is to determine
how effective they are at enabling
engineering students to truly grasp the
concepts they learn in lectures.

To test the true capabilities of vObjects
and the Virtual Learning Environment,
Dr Bairaktarova and her colleagues have
now designed an experimental task,
which tests the skills of undergraduate
mechanical engineering students.

To quantify the effectiveness of
vObjects, Dr Bairaktarova and her
colleagues are now considering how
they could be used to solve problems
posed by thermodynamics: the
physical field describing how heat and
temperature relate to factors including
energy, radiation, and the properties of
matter.

The task involves assuming the role of
a global project manager proposing a
design for a power plant in one of three
developing countries – either Jamaica,
Panama, or Rwanda. Since each of
these nations struggle with persistent
energy problems, such a project would
require an in-depth understanding of
the influence of thermodynamics on
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real-world systems, and also requires students to account for
a wide variety of factors that are not usually considered in the
engineering classroom.
The students will likely be well accustomed to considering
the actual design aspects of their power stations, which are
strongly tied to the principles of thermodynamics. These
include the total power the plant requires, the energy
generated by its turbines, inputs from pumps and compressors,
steam and gas flow rates, and the plant’s overall efficiency. As
well as these considerations, however, the students will need to
tailor their designs, and their application of thermodynamics,
to the specific requirements of Jamaica, Panama and Rwanda
in an energy generation context.
Among these factors are economic aspects such as GDP,
inflation and the value of imports and exports; geographic
aspects including population, land and water area, and
average temperature; and energy-related aspects including a
nation’s consumption and production, and the proportion of its
population without electricity.
Assessing Student Interactions with vObjects
In their research, Dr Bairaktarova and her colleagues asked a
group of undergraduate students, enrolled in an engineering
thermodynamics course, to complete the task over a 12week project. Afterwards, the students delivered their results
in a written proposal. Then, in the second year of the study,
students completed the task using vObjects and the Virtual
Learning Environment – and supplemented their written
proposal with 3D models of their power stations, designed
using vObjects.
Practicing engineers in the energy field are currently evaluating
the students’ projects from both groups. The engineers
are blind to the group conditions. At the end of the study,
Dr Bairaktarova’s team will ask the students about four
different aspects of their approach to the project. Firstly, the
researchers will ascertain whether the students found that

vObjects enhanced their learning of the difficult and abstract
engineering concepts involved in the project. Secondly, they
will ask the students whether the digital environment of
vObjects supported their methods for solving the problems
involved, which did not have any pre-set parameters or
solutions.
Third, they will determine which of the characteristics of the
Virtual Learning Environment, including its incorporated
equations, testing capabilities, and vObject manipulation,
made it easier for the students to solve these less-rigid
problems. Finally, they will quantify whether differences in skill
and demographic between individual students influenced how
they interacted with vObjects.
Transforming Engineering Education
If the students respond positively to vObjects and the Virtual
Learning Environment, Dr Bairaktarova hopes that she will be
in a strong position to promote their wider integration into
many more engineering-related courses in the long term.
Ultimately, she envisages that vObjects and the Virtual Learning
Environment will become an ingrained aspect of engineering
courses worldwide and could greatly improve many students’
career prospects.
‘I am engaging in research with undergraduate and graduate
students, educators and practitioners at the intersection
of mechanical engineering, learning sciences, cognitive
psychology, and engineering education, with the overarching
goal of graduating ethical, empathic and creative professionals,’
she concludes.
Dr Bairaktarova now hopes that further advances in technology
will allow vObjects to simulate real-world situations even more
reliably, while becoming even more accessible to students
across many different disciplines. If achieved, this could allow
vObjects to equip a new generation of engineers to thrive under
the challenges they will face in an increasingly complex modern
world.
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